We demonstrate that an intrinsically chiral, high Miller index surface of an achiral metal can be used to template the enantioselective growth of chiral transition metal chalcogenide films. Specifically, Cu (643) R can be used as a template for the enantioselective growth of a chiral copper telluride alloy surface. Beyond a critical alloy thickness the chiral influence of the Cu(643) R surface diminishes and an achiral surface forms. Our work demonstrates a new method of producing chiral transition metal chalcogenide surfaces, with potential applications in the study of structurally chiral topological insulators.
Introduction
Inorganic chiral surfaces play important roles in a number of fields ranging from asymmetric catalysis [1] to speculations on the origins of life [2] and, more recently, the electronic properties of topological insulators [3] . Some naturally occurring minerals, such as quartz, have an intrinsically chiral crystallography that leads to asymmetries in any exposed surface. Chiral interfaces can also be created from achiral crystals by interaction with a chiral ligand via etching [4] , electrodeposition [5] or simply via the production of ordered arrays with oblique unit cells [6, 7] . Alternatively, a chiral surface can be produced from an achiral metal by exposing low-symmetry, high Miller index surfaces [8] whose kink sites can display enantioselective molecular adsorption [9] , desorption and surface chemistry [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Somewhat surprisingly, there are very few examples of heteroepitaxial growth on such chiral surfaces, despite their technological potential. SrTiO 3 (621) and Pt(321) have both been used as templating substrates for metal thin film growth, with the adsorption of Pt and Cu in the case of SrTiO 3 (621) [20] [21] [22] [23] and Au, Ag and Bi in the case of Pt(321) [16] . In each system, there is a general preference for adatoms to occupy the chiral kink sites in the early stages of growth, presumably driven by their higher co-ordination. In contrast, here we consider a more complex epitaxial system that has the potential for surface alloy formation. We demonstrate that chiral, high Miller index surface planes of a substrate can act as a template for the growth of nanoscale transition metal chalcogenide films with chiral structures.
The substrate used in this study is Cu(643) R , which can be considered to be miscut from a (111) surface, the miscut giving rise to a regular array of (110) kinks and (100) steps, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The chirality of this surface stems from the orientation of kink sites. McFadden et al. [9] first attempted to describe the handedness of chiral surfaces in terms of steps of unequal length; this was later developed by Attard et al. [19] , who generalised the Cahn-Ingold-Prelog priority rules [24] with regard to the {hkl} sites surrounding the chiral kink site. In the latter scheme, the handedness of a surface can be assigned depending on the order of rotation from low to higher-index microfacets about a kink site. For example, the clockwise orientation of (100) steps → (110) kinks → (111) terraces illustrated in Fig. 1 is assigned as the R enantiomer. A more rigorous framework for the description of surface chirality has subsequently been developed by Jenkins and Pratt [8] although it is not used here.
Experimental observations demonstrate that in reality the Cu(643) R surface has significant deviations from its ideal termination, which is driven towards higher-coordinated, lower surface energy structures by the relatively high mobility of Cu adatoms at room temperature. Density functional theory calculations [25] , Monte Carlo simulations [26] and scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) [27] have shown that the surface undergoes thermal roughening. The result is an inhomogeneous distribution of steps and a larger proportion of (111) terraces, but with kinks of a single handedness that retain the overall chirality imposed by the macroscopic miscut angle [25, 26] . This drive towards structures that minimise surface energy can be enhanced by deposition of an overlayer, as has often been observed on achiral, vicinal (i.e. stepped) surfaces. Most notably, deposition of metallic Ag on Cu(223) induces a periodic faceting of the underlying Cu surface into a "hill and valley" structure [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , whilst adsorption of oxygen and sulfur are both known to drive substantial mass-transfer and faceting of Cu surfaces [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . These systems can be expected to have similarities with the deposition of Te, a metalloid chalcogen, as will be described here. However, a significant difference between the present study and previous thin film growth on chiral substrates is that we observe alloying and the formation of the compound copper telluride as a nanoscale film. The present study therefore provides a unique method for the production of chirally-structured transition metal chalcogenide films, which are potentially useful models for the study of chirality in the electronic properties of topological insulators.
Experimental
Measurements were performed in two separate UHV systems, both with an operating pressure of 2 × 10 −10 mbar. The first chamber was equipped with a discharge lamp (VG Scienta Ltd.) which provides He(I) radiation for ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) and an Al K α X-ray source (VG Scienta Ltd.) for x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS). Spectra were collected using a concentric hemispherical analyser (CLAM 2, VG Scienta Ltd.) aligned along the macroscopic normal of the Cu(643) R surface. . Te coverages quoted
here have an approximate error of ±0.05 ML and are given with respect to the atomic density of the Cu(111) surface.
Results
The LEED pattern obtained from an atomically clean Cu(643) surface is shown in the first panel of Fig. 2 and is assigned as Cu (643) R by comparing it to a Pt(643) R pattern reported previously [8] . The pattern can be considered as an off-axis 6-fold pattern of split spots, with the off-axis 6-fold pattern arising from the (111) terraces of Fig. 1 and the spot splitting arising from the longer-range periodicity of the stepped surface [8, 19, 39] . This spot splitting breaks the symmetry of the LEED pattern and the angle of the doublet with respect to the 6-fold pattern can be used to assign surface chirality [8] . Images of LEED patterns collected after room temperature deposition of up to 1.5 ML are displayed in subsequent panels of Fig. 2 . All of these patterns were collected after the surface was annealed at 773 K for 10 min, then allowed to cool slowly back to 110 K, a procedure adopted because patterns collected immediately after deposition at 300 K were diffuse, implying a significant amount of disorder and/or surface mobility. Notably, the annealing process does not change the chemical identity of the surface for low coverages, since there was no induced change in peak shape or intensity in the XPS spectra. Thus, it is likely that local ordering occurs immediately upon deposition, but at a length scale too small to be observed with LEED, and perhaps with a number of isolated defects that attenuate coherent electron scattering in LEED. Surface homogeneity then improves with annealing, suggesting that the substantial mass transfer associated with the faceting reconstructions described below is kinetically limited at room temperature. An overview of Cu 2p 3/2 and Te 3d 5/2 XPS spectra, corresponding roughly to the coverages of Fig. 2 and collected at a sample temperature of 300 K, is shown in Fig. 3 [18] . The parallelogram at the bottom of the image indicates the (643) unit cell. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) with previous studies of copper and tellurium systems [41] [42] [43] [44] . The width and asymmetry of each peak were fixed to those obtained from an elemental Cu or Te film, the values of which can be found in were fixed to those of Cu (0) and their binding energies were fixed to those of similar Te and Cu compounds. The goodness of fits to various known alloy phases are also given in the supplementary information. The stoichiometry of the film was calculated using the method outlined in reference [45] and using the intensities of the XPS signals from the Cu 2p 3/2 and Te 3d 5/2 core levels. We used a stoichiometric polycrystalline Cu 2 Te film as a reference to calibrate the relative sensitivity factors for the electron analyser. UPS data were also collected from each film discussed below and are presented in the supplementary information. The combination of the above measurements, in addition to STM images, provides a comprehensive understanding of the initial stages of Te deposition. Since we find these data sets to naturally fall into three main structural regimes, they will be discussed regime-by-regime below.
The first ordered LEED pattern was observed for Te coverages in the range of 0.18 ML to 0.45 ML and was sharpest at 0.28 ML (Fig. 2) . A progressive degradation in pattern quality was observed above 0.28 ML, until extra spots started to emerge at 0.45 ML (see below). On first appearances, the LEED patterns seem rhombohedral, however bright spots do not necessarily appear at the rhombohedral apexes. Instead, a qualitative analysis of the diffraction patterns as a function of beam energy reveals them to be better described as the incoherent summation of two distinct patterns, one accounting for spots lying on horizontal lines and the other accounting for spots on diagonal lines. As the incident beam energy was increased, the spots lying on horizontal lines moved left to right whilst those spots on diagonal lines moved from bottom left to top right, giving the appearance of spots passing through each other at specific energies (see supplementary information). This behaviour differs from that expected from a flat, low Miller index surface, where increasing the energy of an electron beam at normal incidence will move diffraction spots radially inwards, as viewed on a rear-view LEED system such as that used here. Instead, the lateral motion of diffraction spots is consistent with an off-axis scattering geometry or, as we believe to be the case here, diffraction from a micro-facetted surface, with two sets of well-defined facets, each inclined to the surface normal (and hence the incident beam), giving rise to two sets of diffraction spots. This interpretation is consistent with STM images, as discussed below, and is common to a number of previous spot profile analysis LEED studies of other vicinal systems [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . A schematic interpretation of the LEED pattern at 0.28 ML, colouring horizontal spots in red and diagonal spots in blue, and indicating their respective reciprocal lattice vectors, is presented in Fig. 4a . The resulting unit cells form mirror-image oblique lattices with corresponding realspace parameters of a 1 = 0.51 ± 0.01 nm, b 1 = 0.71 ± 0.01 nm and an acute internal angle, α 1 = 60°. The presence of oblique lattices indicates surface chirality in the two domains and the dominance of the horizontal spots-which are bright-over the generally weak diagonal spots suggests that one enantiomer (i.e. one facet orientation) dominates the surface structure. An asymmetry in the proportion of facets is to be expected if the macroscopic miscut angle is to be maintained. Indeed, one simple faceting transition of Cu (643) R would be the formation of close-packed facets bounded by ridges that are produced by a regular alignment of the original kink sites. Preserving the macroscopic miscut angle implies that the facets would be mirror-symmetric in all but size. It is beyond the scope of the present work to perform a full IV analysis of the diffracted intensities and thereby assign the atomic positions in the surface layer; indeed, the substantial mass-transfer required for micro-faceting is known to complicate LEED IV analysis [51] and diffracted intensities from microfacets will also vary strongly with angular positioning of the sample. However, a combination of (572.7 eV), and therefore suggests that the Te atoms are incorporated into a bulk-like alloy immediately upon deposition rather than occupying adsorption sites or forming a surface substitutional alloy. This is in contrast to the growth of Te on low miller index Cu surfaces (Cu(111) [52, 53] and Cu(100) [53] ), where Te initially resides on the surface and has a distinct chemical shift (to 572.3 eV) in XPS. Immediate alloying is not particularly surprising as vicinal surfaces are known to lower alloy transition temperatures, with adatom diffusion into the bulk via the low energy pathway provided by under co-ordinated step atoms [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] .
The fit to the 0.28 ML Cu 2p 3/2 XPS data yields a Cu . This atomic resolution STM image was obtained from a 0.28 ML surface at 300 K, which is interesting as it again suggests a change in the chemical identity of the surface because previous studies of the clean Cu(643) R surface only achieve atomic resolution at cryogenic temperatures, once adatom motion is quenched [27] . As with our previous study of Te/Cu(111) [52] , care has to be taken when assigning chemical identity to the protrusions in bimetallic thin films. In previous electrochemical STM studies of Te, (e.g. Te/Pt(111) [58, 59] ), Te adatoms were imaged as bright protrusions with a positively biased tip and this gives confidence to the assignment of the bright protrusions as Te atoms here. In contrast to our earlier study of Te/Cu(111), however, neither the STM images nor the XPS data indicate the presence of a (2√3 × √3) or (√3 × √3) surface substitutional alloy. Instead, the initial presence of steps, coupled with the substantial mass transfer implied by faceting, has facilitated full alloy formation. The apparent Te coverage of the 0.28 ML Te/Cu(643) R surface can be estimated from the density of bright spots in Fig. 5b . Defining 1 ML with respect to a layer of Cu(111) surface, the surface coverage is calculated to be 0.18 ± 0.05 ML, which is~35% lower than that measured by XPS and therefore indicative of the alloy extending beyond the first atomic layer. Also present in the STM image of Fig. 5b is a row of protrusions (the brightest features) which may be the start of the next layer of alloy. Unfortunately, sample drift is evident, limiting accuracy of structural measurements. The bright protrusions in Fig. 5a give a measured unit cell of a 1 = 0.6 ± 0.1 nm and b 1 = 0.7 ± 0.1 nm, with the acute internal angle measured as α 1 = 57 ± 4°, in reasonable agreement with the unit cell parameters measured with LEED. As the LEED images indicate a small proportion of the opposite enantiomer to be present, we infer it to exist on facets oriented in the other direction to that imaged.
Structure 2 (0.45 b θ Te b 1.5 ML)
A second ordered structure, labelled Structure 2, becomes visible with LEED above 0.45 ML and is most sharp at 0.85 ML, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The pattern again comprises two distinct sets of spots that move through one another with increasing electron energy. The intensities of the two patterns are more similar than at lower coverages, which is surprising if they relate to a similar asymmetric faceting that is again constrained by the underlying crystal's miscut angle. A more quantitative analysis would be required to address this observation in more detail. A number of additional spots have appeared between those observed at 0.28 ML (but still lie on the same lines) and there is some streaking evident, which is consistent with superstructure formation along one axis, but with variable periodicity. Fig. 4b separates schematically the two sets of spots, using the same red-blue colour scheme as above, and further LEED images are presented in the supplementary information. The close separation of spots, their streaked nature and the variations in intensity due to the surface corrugation and scattering geometry preclude a definitive assignment of reciprocal unit cell geometry from the LEED patterns alone. The mutual angle between reciprocal lattice vectors is determined to be α 2 = 85 ± 7°, which is too wide an error margin to determine unambiguously if the structure is chiral; however, interpretation of the STM images (discussed below) is clearer.
The Te 3d 5/2 XPS spectrum from the 0.85 ML Te/Cu(643) R surface is shown in Fig. 3a [52] . Fig. 6a shows an STM image taken from a surface prepared from 0.85 ML of Te/Cu(643) R that has been annealed to 773 K for 10 min, then slowly cooled to 300 K. It reveals that the surface again appears facetted, but has greater regularity than at lower coverages. The facets in the image are typically~30 nm wide, have a peak-to-valley distance of around 2 nm and have an orientation that suggests that the steps accommodate a small~5°misalignment with respect to (111) planes. Interestingly, and different to the lower-coverage surface, the facets are not atomically smooth, but are themselves punctuated by multiple small steps that are 2-3 nm wide and 0.09 nm tall, as illustrated in Fig. 6b . The structure bears some similarity to the multiply-stepped structures observed on nitrided Cu(100) [60] and the contrast differs from that observed at lower coverages, indicating a change in chemical character. There is variability in the terrace width, which typically spans either four or five repeating units. Considering the whole terrace as a 'unit cell', the dimensions are measured to be a 1 = 0.54 ± 0.05 nm, b 2 = 2.20 ± 0.05 nm (4 cell wide terrace) or b 2 = 2.71 ± 0.05 nm (5 cell wide terrace) and α 2 = 88 ± 3°in both cases. The 4 atom wide terrace is in excellent agreement with the dimensions extracted from the LEED pattern of Fig. 2 , which are α 2 = 0.46 ± 0.01 nm, b 2 = 2.21 ± 0.10 nm and α 2 = 87 ± 3°. The angle α 2 is within error of 90°and thus we interpret the unit cell as being rectangular and therefore achiral, with the variations in step width accounting for the streaking in the b 2 direction observed with LEED. 3.3. Disordered Phase (θ Te N 1.5 ML)
LEED patterns obtained above a 1.5 ML Te coverage showed no sharp spots (Fig. 2) and became progressively weaker. Te 3d 5/2 XPS data collected for Te coverages greater than 0.85 ML (Fig. 3) were again fitted to a single function at 572.7 eV, representing a bulk alloy of Te 2− without other alloy components. For 10 ML Te coverage, the Cu 2p 3/2 spectra were well fitted by a single function, corresponding to Cu + , the only Cu oxidation state present in Cu 2 Te. The XPS data yield a ratio of ionic Cu to Te of 2.1 ± 0.1, which is within error of stoichiometric Cu 2 Te. The XPS data show a gradual transition from a predominantly CuTe surface to a Cu 2 Te surface with increasing Te coverage. UPS spectra (see supplementary data) collected from thick Te films indicates alloying [52] , however they lack the fine structure to make an assignment of Cu-Te stoichiometry. On first inspection, it may seem surprising that increasing the Te coverage results in a surface phase that is richer in Cu. However, thermodynamic analysis [61] of the Cu-Te alloy system indicates that the formation of Cu 2 Te is more favourable than of CuTe and our previous work [52] has shown Cu to be mobile within CuTe alloys. Since the intermixing of Cu and Te is facile at 300 K, there are no kinetic barriers to achieving the thermodynamically-favoured alloy. Thus, as the Te film gets thicker, the surface has less influence on the nature of the Cu-Te alloy and allows for the thermodynamically more stable alloy to form, Cu 2 Te. Indeed, Cu 2 Te is commonly observed for the deposition of thick Te films on polycrystalline Cu [62, 63] .
Temperature Dependence of Alloying
The temperature dependence of alloying was monitored by depositing a thick 30 ML Te film at 110 K, a temperature that was too low to permit alloying and a coverage that was sufficient to completely attenuate the Cu 2p 3/2 XPS signal. [52] . This reduction is consistent with the step sites providing a lower kinetic energy barrier to alloying and diffusion into the bulk than directly into a (111) surface, as observed in a number of other vicinal systems.
Discussion
The XPS, LEED and STM data provide a coherent picture of the alloying of Te on Cu(643) R . A summary of the alloy phases, as derived from the above discussion of XPS analysis, is presented in Fig. 8 . The data show a continuous attenuation of the copper XPS signal with increasing Te coverage, until equilibrium is achieved. The results are consistent with formation of CuTe, which implies substantial migration of buried Cu towards the surface (or, conversely, migration of newlydeposited Te into the bulk). A bulk-like CuTe alloy forms in the very early stages of deposition, in contrast to the formation of a surface alloy on Cu(111), but presumably mediated by the low-energy pathways for direct incorporation of Te into terraces provided by the surface steps. There is a clear switch towards Cu 2 Te formation by a coverage of 0.45 ML, after which the proportion of Cu 2 Te increases largely linearly with Te coverage. Interestingly, the formation of Cu 2 Te was also observed for the deposition of Te on polycrystalline Cu [62] . The alloying process clearly induces faceting of the high index single crystal surface; both the level of the restructuring of the surface and the nature of the alloy formed is strongly dependent on the amount of Te deposited. STM images collected from Structures 1 and 2 clearly demonstrate a dramatic change in the structure of the facets, from flat terraces in Structure 1 to stepped terraces in Structure 2. Such a gross change in the structure necessitates significant mass transport across the surface, which is common to many vicinal systems upon deposition of an overlayer, including O, N and S [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] 60] .
Structure 1 has an oblique lattice which is inherently chiral; both enantiomers are observed in LEED, albeit with one displaying more intense diffraction spots. Chen et al. [64] commented in their study on the adsorption of R-and S-phenylglycine on Cu(110) that the ratio of R/S mixture is directly related to the relative intensity of the LEED spots, for the R-and S-patterns. For example, a coverage of R-and S-phenylglycine with the ratio of R/S = 1 gave LEED spot intensities that were similar and for a ratio of R/S = 3, the LEED spots from the R enantiomer were much more intense. In our study, Structure 1 gives an intensity ratio of~4:1 between the different surface alloy enantiomers. The observation of an enantiomeric excess in Structure 1 can only come about if some level of the chirality of the Cu(643) R surface is retained after faceting, thereby providing the chiral influence required to make one of the enantiomeric structures slightly more energetically favourable. With the data available, we can only speculate on the nature of the chiral influence at play with Structure 1. We speculate that the mesoscopic facets are bound by chiral kinks and steps because the macroscopic miscut of the surface must be maintained. These kinks would be expected to provide a weak chiral influence on the overlayer and thus the handedness of the surface. This proposal would appear to fit with the fact that the alloying of Te on Cu(643) R is strongly influenced by the kink and step sites of the native surface, as evidenced by the different behaviour observed on Cu(111) [52] . In the same way as for Structure 1, the intensity of equivalent spots can be measured on the LEED patterns of Structure 2 to estimate the relative populations of the two domains: it was found that within experimental error both domains are populated equally. Clearly, with increasing Te deposition and increasing alloy film thickness, the chiral influence diminishes or disappears altogether and the alloy adopts a double domain structure with an achiral rectangular unit cell. In essence, the alloy overlayer decouples from the structure of the underlying chiral substrate and with increasing alloy thickness could in some senses be regarded as a 'floating overlayer' with a structurally complex (and likely diffuse) buried interface between alloy and substrate. Structures 1 and 2 have stoichiometries that do not coincide with a single phase of copper telluride alloy with an available bulk crystal structure, nor do they have lattice vectors that are related to the Cu(643) R substrate lattice vectors through simple geometric relations.
Consequently, we cannot simply interpret the surface structures observed here as the termination of a known copper telluride phase without exploring further the level of structural/compositional heterogeneity within the alloy film. However, although we lack evidence to propose unambiguous structures for the two ordered phases, we can speculate on the origin of the chirality displayed by Structure 1. All known bulk copper tellurides alloys have unit cells with achiral space groups and so these materials can only display chiral surfaces if an intrinsically chiral high Miller index surface plane is exposed. If this was the case for Structure 1, it would have kink sites that convey chirality on to the film. However the observed STM images of Structure 1 provide no evidence for chiral kink sites. Therefore, we propose that the chirality of Structure 1 arises because the alloy itself has an intrinsically chiral structure. Consequently, we suggest that the Cu(643) R surface initially templates the growth of a metastable chiral copper telluride alloy that has no known bulk counterpart.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that nanoscale chiral copper telluride alloy films with an excess of one enantiomer can be grown on a chiral cut of a single crystal surface. The residual influence of the chiral kink on the growth diminishes with the thickness of the alloy; eventually an achiral structure, with a rectangular unit cell is formed. Our work provides a route for the preparation of chiral nanoscale (transition metal chalcogenide) films that could have potential uses in the study of topological insulators.
